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Sound carried out by a phone to indicate an incoming call or text message for other uses, see Ringtone (Disambiguation). A ringtone or ringtone tone is the sound carried out by a phone to indicate an incoming call or a text message. Not literally a tone nor an actual ring (bell) more, the term is used more often today to refer to customizable sounds
used on mobile phones. Background A telephone rings when the telephone network indicates an incoming call, so the recipient is notified of the call attempt. The fixed network phones generally receive an electrical alternating current signal, called a power ring or ring signal, generated by the telephone exchange to which the telephone is connected.
The ringing current originally activated an electric bell. For mobile phones, the network sends a message to the recipient's device, which can activate a visual or vibrating sound or indication. On a vessel interface, this signal is created by the overlap of the call voltage at the top of the Ã,48 VDC already on the line. This is done at the central office or a
district multiplexer called "SLC" for the support of the subscription line. (SLC is a trademark of Alcatel-Lucent, but it is often generically used.) Phones with electromagnetic ringtone are still in widespread use. The call sign in North America is normally specified to approx. 90 Volt AC with a frequency of 20 Hertz. In Europe it is about 60 â,¬ "90 Vac
with a frequency of 25 Hz. Some party lines of the non-Bell business system in the United States used more frequencies for selective ringtone. Ringing tension is produced by various Sources. Large central offices used motorized generator set for rings and other signals such as line tone and occupied signals. In the smaller offices, a special sub-cycle
[1] magnetic oscillators were used. Typically, solid state oscillators there. They have replaced. Originally this voltage was used to activate an electromagnet to play a bell installed inside the phone, or in a nearby ring box. The landlines of the late 20th century and then detect this current voltage of ring and trigger a tone of a cap electronically. Mobile
phones have been completely digital as the early 1990s second-generation ("2G") D Ispositives, therefore they are reported to ring as part of the protocol they use to communicate with the basic stations of the cells. While the sound produced is still called "ring", [2] multi-producing producer phones electronically produce a berrella sound, chirping or
other sound. The variation of the ring signal can be used to indicate the characteristics of incoming calls. For example, rings could be used with a shortest interval to report a call from a given number. In Pots switching systems, it is said that the ringtone is "taken" when the line impedance reduces at about 600 ohms when the phone phone is raised
by the astoreway. This reports that the phone was given an answer and telephone exchange immediately removes the call signal from the line and connects the call. This is the source of the name of the problem called "Ring-trip ring" or "pre-trip", which occurs when the call signal on the line meets excessively low resistance between the conductors,
which travels the sound of the registration first the subscriber's actual phone a possibility of playing (for more than a very short time); This is common with wet connections and improperly installed lines. The ringing model is known as the ring cadence. It only applies to the fixed vessel phones, where the high voltage ring signal is turned on and off to
create the ring pattern. In North America, the cadence of the standard ring is "2-4" or two seconds of ringer followed by four seconds of silence (33% duty cycle). In Australia and the UK, the cadence of the standard ring is 400 ms up, 200 ms off, 400 ms up, 2000 ms off. These models can vary from the region to the region, and other models are used
in different countries around the world. Some central offices offer a distinctive ring to identify which multiple numbers on the same line line Be called, a model once widely used on the party line (telephony). In many systems, including the standards of North America's bellcore, the caller ID signals are sent during the silent interval between the first
and the second gusts of ring signals. The caller is informed about the progress of the call by the call acoustic signal, often called ringback tone. Power Rings and Audible Ringing are not synchronized. The AT & T history offered seven different gong combinations for the "C" ringtone found in the model of models 500 and 2500 set of landline. These
gongs have provided "distinctive tones" for hearing customers and have also allowed to distinguish the specific phone that was ringing when different phones were placed in close proximity. [3] It was also offered a "bell", which could be set to look like a bell or play as a standard telephone. While rings, ringtone, ring signals, or what could be seen as
the call signs that are the predecessors of the ringtones, date back to the beginnings of telephony, the modern ringtones appeared in the 1960s and expanded in melons and many tones Or customizable melodies. [4] Probably the first ringtone (in the modern sense) appeared in the film our blint man in 1966, where the head of the secret government
agency had a red phone that connected directly to the president and sounded with a distinct musical ringtone. [5] A Tone Ringer IC: ITT SAA 1094 Following a FCC judgment of 1975 which allowed the connection of third-party devices to telephone lines, producers produced telephone sounds accessories that played with electronic tones or melodies
rather than mechanical bells . People have also made their own ringtone that used the chip from a musical greeting card to carry out a melody upon arrival of a call. [6] One of these ringtone, described in a 1989 book, also presents a toy dog barking and shaking the tail when a call comes. [7] In the end, electronic telephone ringtones have become
the norm. Some of these ringtone produced a unique tone, but others produced a sequence of two or three shades or a musical melody. [8] Some new phones have a ringtone to match, like a quarrel or a car that runs its horn. The first commercial mobile phone with tones Customizable ringtones was the Japanese NTT Document Digital MOVA N103
Iper from NECS, published in May 1996. [9] [Link Dead Permanent] had some songs preset in MIDI format. In September 1996, Ido, the current AU, sold minimum DENSO DIGHT. It was the first mobile phone where a user could insert an original melody rather than the preset songs. These phones turned out to be popular in Japan: a book [10]
published in 1998 which provides details on customizing phones to play popular song snippets sold over 3.5 million copies. The first downloadable mobile tone service was created and delivered to Finland in 1998, when Radiolinja (a Finnish mobile operator now known as Elisa) started their service called Harmonio, invented by Vesa-Matti Pananen.
[11] The Armonium contained both instruments for individuals to create monophonic ringtones and a mechanism to deliver them over the air (OTA) via SMS to a mobile phone. November 1998, DigitalPhone Groupe (softbank mobile) started a similar service in Japan. Generation Ring Tone Maker software is an application that converts a selected song
from the user or another audio file for use as a mobile phone ringtone. The ringtone file is installed in the mobile phone both through direct cable connection, Bluetooth, text or e-mail. On many websites, users can create tones ringtones from digital or audio music. The first ringtone creernino was Armonium, developed by Vesa-Matti Paananen, a
Finnish computer programmer and released in 1997 for use with Nokia Smart Messaging. [12] [13] Andy Clarke, while working for the orange UK telephones supplier, helped to create the B5 Ringtone license with the UK mechanical-copyright company in 1998. In 1999, Clarke registered ringtone.net and Setup What is believed to considers The first
business of the "Legale" ringtone of the world. Scott Memphis, the leading singer of the Sanctuary on Sunday morning, wrote a success of 2010 entitled, "Ringtones and Ninnananne" inspired by the 1998 B5 Ringtone Licensing. Some providers have features for users to create musical tones, both with a "composer Melody "or a champion / loop
arranger, like the MusicDJ in many Sony Ericsson phones. These often use the coding formats available only for a particular telephone model or a brand. Other formats, such as MIDI or MP3, are often supported; They must be downloaded to the phone before they can be used as a normal tone. [Original search?] When someone buys a ringtone, an
aggregator (a company that sells ringtones) creates the melody or mixes a pre-existing melody. The ringtone is sent to a special file format on the phone via SMS. If the company uses a pre-existing song, they have to pay royalties to a licensing agency. A significant portion goes to the cellular telephony provider. [14] In 2005, "Smashthetones", now
"Mobile17", has become the first third-party solution for creating online ringtone tone without requiring downloadable software or a digital audio editor. Later, Apple iPhone users could create a ringtone from a song purchased with the iTunes library. [15] Commercial sales The fact that consumers were willing to pay up to $ 3 for ringtones, made
mobile music a profitable part of the music industry. [16] Awareness of the Marketing and Consulting Company based on Manhattan has estimated the ringtones generated $ 4 billion in world sales in 2004. [13] According to Fortune magazine, the ring tones generated more than $ 2 billion In sales all over the world during 2005. [17] Even the rise of
audio files has also contributed to the disclosure of the ringtones. In 2003, for example, the Japanese ringtone market, which alone was worth $ 900 million, experienced $ 66.4 million dollars of audio file ringtone sales. [14] In 2003, the global ringtone sector was worth somewhere between US $ 2.5 and US $ 3.5 billion. [14] In 2009, the Snl Kagan
research company has estimated that sales of ringtones in the United States have reached the reaching $ 714 million in 2007. [18] Snl Kagan has estimated that US sales in 2008 decreased At $ 541 million, partly due to consumers who learned to create ringtones themselves. [16] Monophonic types: the original ringtones play only one note at a time.
Pophonic: a polyphonic tone can consist in different notes at a time. The first polyphonic ring tones used sequenced registration methods like MIDI. These recordings specify which synthetic tool must play a note at a given time and the sound of the actual instrument depends on the playback device. Subsequently, the synthesized instruments could be
included together with the composition data, which allowed more various sounds beyond the integrated sound bank of each phone. The first mobile phones to present the polyphonic ringtones are the Nokia 8877 and 8887 of Korea. [Necessary quote] TrueTone: A TrueTone, also known as Realtone, Mastertone, Superfonic Ringtone, is an audio
recording, generally in a common format like MP3 or AAC. TrueTones, which are often extracted from songs, became popular as ring tones. The first TrueTone service was started by AU in December 2002. [19] "My gift for you" of chemistry was the first song to be distributed as TrueTone. [20] This TrueTone (in Japanese Chaku-Uta) was released in
time for the tour of the chemistry concert in Japan. [21] Sing Tone: a tone of singing is a ringtone tone created in Karaoke, combining the voice registered by a user with a support track. Encoding formats Most modern phones supports ringtones in MP3 format and other common audio formats such as AAC, Ogg Vorbis, FLACs and MIDI are often
supported. The less common formats include: 3GP: a multimedia container format that can be used for video ringtones. AMR: Audio compression format specializing in the speech used by Nokia before MP3 has become standard. Emelodia: old monophonic ericsson format. Imelody: Monophonic format developed by Ericsson to replace Emelody. KWS:
Kyocera's Kyocera's format. Mot: An old ringtone format for Motorola phones. Music macro language (mml), originally used in first computers and video games, later used in the basic implementations and ringtones .nt / .rng / .rt / .ext: the monophonic Nokia format. Nokia / SCKL / OTT: Smart Nokia messaging format. Allows users to share ringtones
via text message. PDB: Palm database. This is the format used to load ringtones on PDA phones such as Kyocera 6035 and the Handspring Treo. PMD: formed co-created by Qualcomm and Japanese faith The faith that can include MIDI audio, sampled (PCM), static graphics, animation, text, vibration and LED events. QCP: File format generated by
Qualcomm PureVoice Software. Particularly suitable for simple voice recordings. RMF: a polyphonic format with built-in audio used on Symbian devices and hiptop danger. RTTL / RTX: text formats developed by Nokia for intelligent messaging. Samsung: proprietary key print format. Siemens: can create and read in a Siemens text file format.
Siemens SEO: Binary Siemens SEO format. SMAP: Yamaha musical format that combines MIDI with audio data of the instrument (aka module file). File names have the "MMF" or "MLD" extension. This format is used in most of the Samsung mobile phones of the 2002-2008 SRT: Sipura ringtone for VoIP phones of Sipura technology. Mobile XMF:
Nokia's 2004-2013 phones support this format. See also Ã, telephone references of the portal ^ "AE Bulletin 444 - sub-cycle underwater converter". www.telephoneecollectors.info. ^ "Ring". Online e etymology online dictionary. Douglas Harper. 2010. Recovered 26 October 2016 - Via Dictionary.com. Which means "a call on the phone" has been since
1900; To give (someone) a "call to the phone" ring was in use by 1910. Meaning "a ring tone" is 1620; In particular "the shrill sound made by a phone" by 1951. ^ AT & T, practical of the Bell system, section 501-250-303 Edition 4, type C type - maintenance., September 1978. ^ "The history of the Ringtones | Specialty service service ". The history of
the ringtones | Special response service. ^ "Men of the Apocalypse - Secret Agents | Entertainment / Media | Apocalypzia". apocalypzia.com. ^ Sokolowski, Steve (1989). "Customize your phone", CH. 8 "Melody ringer of the phone". Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit, PA. IsbnÃ ¢ 0-8306-9354-8. ^ Sokolowski, Steve (1989). "Customize your phone", CH.
20 "Animated telephone ringer". Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit, PA. IsbnÃ ¢ 0-8306-9354-8. ^ Bigelow, Carr and Wicher (2001). "Understanding of telephone electronics", fourth edition. Newnes. ISBN 0-7506-7175-0. ^ (in Japanese) Asahi.com, recovered on September 6, 2008 (cache) ^ Ãƒ, Â ± ÃƒÂ¤ÃƒÂ¿Ãƒâƒ¤Ã§ â,¬ Ãƒæ'Ã, Ãƒ Æ 'Ã £ Ãƒæ'â¬bookbook
[mobile ringtones do-re-mi book] (in Japanese). July 1998. ^ "Time Magazine Europe: the sweet sound of success". Filed by the original December 16, 2007. ^ First premium of special MEFS recognition go to the pioneer of the mobile ringtone business Ã ¢ â,¬ "" Vesku "Paananen, a press release of 4 June 2004 by the mobile entertainment forum ^
AB Bell , an article in 2005 from the New Yorker ^ ABC Gopinath, Sumanth (2005). "Ringtones or hearing logic of globalization". First Monday 10 (12). Filed by the original February 13, 2011. Recovered on 28 November 2012 . ^ Evolution of the archived ringtones 2012-06-30 in Archive.Today by Sendme Mobile ^ AB Greg Sandoval (September 3,
2009). "Apple to offer ringtones already ready". CNET. CNN. ^ Mehta, Stephanie N. (12 December 2005). "Wagner's ring? Way too long ". Luck. P. 40. ^ Shining ringtone sales lead to reducing the US mobile music market, a press release of 5 August 2009 On the website of Entrepreneur Magazine ^ (in Japanese) 2002 news on the KDDI website
(AU) official website, recovered in September 7, 2008 ^ "The first TrueTone of the world". okbaza.net. Recovered on March 24, 2021. ^ "Ãƒ â,¬ ÃƒÂ« keimistryÃƒÃ â,¬ Ãƒ Â «Ãƒ Ã ¢ Ãƒ ~ æ'Â¼Ãƒ Â © Ãƒæ'Å" Ãƒæ ' Ã,Ãƒæ'â¼Ãƒ, Â · Ãƒæ'Ã,Ãƒæ'Ã,Ãƒ Â · Ãƒ Ãƒ Ãƒ Ãƒ "Ãƒ | ". kddi.com. Recovered March 24, 2021. External links Watch the ringtone in Wiktionary,
the dictionary free. Ringtones from how things works (old article, article, With monophonic ringtones) Ringtone Frequently Asked Questions Filed 2007-04-10 At Wayback Machine - Consumer Guide for Ringtones, from the utility consumer action network (UCAN) Recovered by " index.php? Title = Ringtone & Oldid = 1043825912 "Page 2First
generation Wireless cellular technology for other uses, see 1G (Disambiguation). Do not confuse with GPRS, a 2G mobile Internet speed displayed as "G" on most Android devices. Part of a series on telephony generations Telemunile Telecommunications Analog mobile 0G 1G Digital 2G 2.5G 2.75g 3G 3.5g 3.75g 3.9g / 3.95g 4G 4G / 4.5g 4.5g 4G 4G /
4.5g 4.5g / 4.9g 5g 6G VTE 1G refers to the first generation of wireless cellular technology (mobile telecommunications). These are the analogue standards of the telecommunications introduced in the 1980s and continued until they are replaced by 2G digital telecommunications. The main difference between these two mobile phones generations is
that the audio transmissions of the 1G networks were analogical, while the 2G networks were entirely digital. Although both systems use digital signal to connect radio towers (listening to phones) to the rest of the telephone system, the item itself during a call is encoded to digital signals in 2G while 1G is modulated only at higher frequency,
Generally 150 MHz and up. The intrinsic advantages of digital technologies on that of the analogue understood that the 2G networks in the end replaced them everywhere. A standard is the northern mobile phone (NMT), used in the Nordic countries, in Switzerland, the Netherlands, Eastern Europe and Russia. Others include Advanced Mobile Phone
System (AMPS) used in North America and Australia, [1] TACS (total access communications system) in the United Kingdom, C-450 in Western Germany, Portugal and South Africa, Radiocom 2000 in France, TMA In Spain and RTMI in Italy. In Japan there were more systems. Three Standards, TZ-801, TZ-802 and TZ-803 have been developed by NTT
(Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation [2]), while a competitor system managed by Dainden Planning, Inc. (DDI) [2] used Japan Standard Total Access Communications System (JTACS). Previous to 1G technology is the mobile radio phone. History The first automated mobile network commercially (the generation of 1g) was launched in Japan
by Nippon Telegraph and Telephone (NTT) in 1979, initially in the Tokyo metropolitan area. Within five years, the NTT network had been expanded to cover the entire population of Japan and has become the first 1G Nationalwide network. In 1981, the NMT system was simultaneously launched in Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden. NMT was the
first mobile phone network to present international roaming. In 1983, the first 1G network launched in the United States was Ameritech based on Chicago using the Motorola Dynatac mobile phone. Several countries then followed in the early years in the 1980s, including the United Kingdom, Mexico and Canada. Starting from 2021, a limited NMT
service in Russia remains the only 1G cellular network still in operation. [Request required] [3] See also List of generations of mobile phones 2G 3G 3G 3.5G 4G 4G 4.5G 5G protocol Wireless application Application device Radiation and health References ^ "AMTA". AMTA.ORG.AU. Filed by the original April 17, 2008. ^ to B "Answers - the most
reliable place to answer the questions of life". Answers.com. ^ , "The last NMT network in Russia was closed in 2008." External links Glossary: 1G - Glossary of first-generation wireless technology: Detailed description on 1G technology The BY0G mobile phone generations managed by BY2G Recovered by "Https: // .wikipedia.org / I / INDEX.PHP t t
=1g&old id = 1034192106" "
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